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One
Small
Splash
for
Student Kind got
Mary Smith [/eft]
two free tickets
to
the
Eddie
Rabbitt concert
with har blazing
fastball.
R.J.
Laino, chairman
of PEC, climbs
back
on
the
collapsing seat
after giving away
those tickets.

Mike Austin, ASUNM prosident, takes a big splash (left]. "Bud" Davis gets
dumped, the biggeat splash of the day. !Photos by Bill Wechter]
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Capital Improvement Plnn
Up for Regents Approval
The University of New Mexico
Regents will review a proposed
five-year plan for capital improvements when they meet
Sept. 1 on the UNM campus.
The plan has been requested
by the State Board of
Educational Finance for incorporation into the BEF's longrange planning.
Other items on the agenda
include several requests from
governmental agencies for land

easements and suggested items
for inclusion in the newly
published Regents Policy
Manual.
The meeting is scheduled to
begin at 9 a.m. in the Roberts
Room of Scholes Hall.
Following the open session the
Regents plan an executive
session to discuss matters
pertaining to litigation and
personnel, Regents President
Henry Jaramillo said.

Regents To· Consider Student Pub;
Adntinistration , U:p.ion Supportive
Manuel Fram:o
One more try.
ASUNM President Mike Austin
says he "will make a major effort"
to get it.
New Mexico Union Director
Cliff Holt says he supports it,
although it probably will not make
much money.
And
Administrative Vice
President Marvin D. ''Swede"
Johnson says, as far as be knows,
the university administration still
supports it.
These gentlemen are talking
about the "student pub", a place

New Collectors Create Electricity
Solar collectors, known for their pected to provide only two to three units are still in the developmental
. ability to provide heat, are now percent of the building's electric stage.
being used at the University of New n.eeds. because UNM's solar
He sat·d th e genera
· · t or
· wt·1·1 b·.e
11
fi ld · 1 •
a~··
Mexico to generate electricity.
co ector •e as re atave1Y sm I.
taken out of controlled conditions
With installation of the newly
''A unit such as ours is designed and placed in a working en·
developed solar-powered Rankine to be part of a dispersed power vironment to see what the problems
cycle power' generation module, the generation system, enabling even a might be, how much power it.
heat gathered by the solar collectors small collector field to generate generates and hoW reliably it
at UNM's mechanical engineering power. A unit about one-third the functions.
building is utilized to vaporize size of UNM's generator would
..
·.
.
.
Freon, a hydrocarbon .compound provide the electric needs of an In .the long. run solar-powered
with properties unique for solar average home" Wildin said
generato~s Wtll p~obably be
•
. •
commerctally avatlable and
application.
IJuilt as part of a U.S. Depart- economically
feasible
but
As Freon is vaporized it drives a
of
Energy
solar
heating
and
widespread
use
within
the
next
five
ment
turbine, generating electricitY.
cooling equipment development to 10 years really depends on a
•'This generator will enable us to program,
this . experimental number of unknown factors/' he
usc heat from the solar collectors atl generator is unique because itis the said.
year, not just during the winter/' onlY unit in this program built
"The price and availability of
UNM mechanical engineering strictly for power generation. Other
Professor Bud Wildin, said. "And generators develop~d are designed other forms of energy, the political
situation internationally and the
the economics of solar energy will principally to provide cooling.
economy will all influence the
be improved if collectors can be
UNM was chosen because of the econornic feasibility of this type of
used to generate power as well as
abundance
of sunshine and because generator•. If our oil supply is cut
provide heat."
of
the
el<isting
solar collector field off,. we'll be looking for all forms
The generator will provide
a
system
which the of indigenous energy and solar
and
electricity for .the mechanical generator could bewith
integrated.
energy is one;'' he said.
engineering building displaying
The potential exists for future
The J)rojected cost of a mass
power normally pUrchased from the
widespread use of solar-powered production of this unit is about
utility company.
This 13.4 kilowatt unit is ex- generators, Wilden said, but these $25,000.

on campus where students may buy
and drink liquor.
A student pub must have the
approval of the UNM Board of
Regents, which last rejected the
proposal July 12, 1979 by a 3 to 2
vote.
"I think students want a student
pub," Austin says, "That's evident
by all the tries we've made (for it)."
Austin says he hopes to submit a
proposal to the Regents, whose
makeup is the same as in 1979, in
cooperation with Holt "sometime
beforeChristmas."
Austin says the proposal would
state that the New Mexico Union
would run the pub, which would be
more like a small restaurant serving
beer and wine with its meals by
obtaining a beer and wine license.
Johnson says the university
administration
supported
the
student pub in 1979 and while he
does not know how UNM President
Willial11 E. "Bud" Davis now feels
about a student pub, "my attitude
hasn't changed ••. I favor it."
"I think the former proposal's
problem was having it (the pub)
managed and operated by
students," Holt says.
Under the new proposal, the
Regents would "have only one
person to look at and that's the
director of the SUB." who does not
change as often· as ASUNM
presidents, Holt says.
"On campus after campus,
research has shown that destruc~
tiveness and student disorder
problems (assoCiated with student
pubs) doesn't happen," Holt says.
Holt says, "I think the logical
place to try it (the pub) ill the
beginning is in The Subway Station
(a discoteque in the SUB
basement). 11
Although little work has yet been
done on the proposal, Holt says the
pllb would cost about $40,000 to
$50,000.
Holt says the student government

allocating funds for the pub "will
enhance its (the pub's) chances."
Having the university pay for all of
it "won't set as well'' with the
university, he says.
"Student government could
consider a loan (to pay part of the
pub!s cost) where the SUB would
pay it back from the pub's profits,"
Holt says.
Austin says student government
would probably allocate money to
help build the pub.
Holt says although studies he did
in 1970, 1972 and 1976, while
working at other universities, show
that "of about 100 colleges (in the
country) with student taverns .•• by far the majority of them
are not vast financial successes,''
but student pubs "do enhance
student programming (of entertainment) ... because they are
more .of a fun place to go to....
"The college crowd is very
fickle, .. Holt said, "Bars zeroed in
, on college st~dents have a high
mortality rate."
"I think the student body is now
more goal oriented •.• and more
mature," Austin asserts, "I feel we
should be entrusted with this
privilege and if we. handle this
successfully, . I think we may
eventually get more than beer and
Wine."
Austin says the average age of a
UNM student last year was about
26 and 11 We feel it will be up this
year."
Austin says that since the average
number of credit hours taken by
UNM students has. decreased this
year, that means there are more
part time students at UNM "which
I feel means more older, working
students" at UNM.
Austin said the recent IJernalillo
County referendum approving the
sale of beer and wine licenses to
restaurants may ot may not help
obtain a student pub.
.
continued oh pege5
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N.
Korea
Accused
in
Attack
Stock Market Report
NEW YORK - The stock
market, choked by high interest
rates and increased inflation,
skidded to a 13-month low
Thursday in moderate trading
despite the Reagan administration's pledge to revive
the economy.
The Dow Jones industrial
average of 30 blue-chip stocks,
which lost 2.57 points Wednesday, shed 10.18 points to
889.08, the lowest level since it
finished at 885.92 on July 10,
1980. The average has dropped
39.29 points since Aug. 20 and
122.91 points since it closed at
1011.99 on June 15.
The NYSE index lost 0.82 to
71.67 and the price of an average
share decreased 35 cents.
Declines topped advances I 081396 among the 1888 issues
traded. Big Board volume
totaled 4.39 million shares
compared with 4 million traded
Wednesday. Composite volume
of NYSE issues listed on all U.S.

exchanges and over the counter
totaled 49.2 million shares
compared with 46,2 million
traded Wednesday.
The
American
Stock
Exchange common stock index
eased 0.58 to 348.69 and the
price of a share shed three cents.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ
index of over-the-counter issues
lost 0,99 to 196.82.
On the trading floor, Mesa
Petroleum, which has figured in
takeover speculation lately, was
the most active NYSE-Iisted
issue, off 2 V2 to 25 in trading
that included a block of 994,500
shares at 25.
On the Am ex, declines topped
advances 375-173 among the 765
issues traded, Volume totaled
4.33 million shares compared
with 4.51 million traded
Wednesday.
Dome Petroleum was the
most active Amex issue, up
three-eights to 16 '1!.

v,

WASHINGTON - The State
Department said Thursday North
Korea violated international law
when it fired an anti-aircraft missile
at a U.S. spy plane and vowed the
United States will "take whatever
steps necessary" to protect its pilots
and planes.
A spokesman said both Moscow
and Peking are being asked to
reinforce the U.S. warning to North
Korea that it will not tolerate a
repetition of Wednesday's incident.
The missile exploded several
miles from the high-flying,
supersonic jet and posed no threat
to the aircraft. E1\cept for a stern
warning, there was no immediate
U.S: move to retaliate.
When the incident was announced Wednesday night, Pentagon officials refused to say when
the event occurred. But deputy
White House press secretary Larry
Speakes said Thursday the missile
was fired about 3:30 a.m. EDT
Wednesday.
Speakes, who is in California
where President :Reagan is
vacationing, said :Reagan was not
told of the incident until his

national security briefing at noon
EDT, about 8 V. hours later.
State Department spokesman
Pean Fischer said flatly the missile
was fired at the U.S. plane, which
officials said never strayed over
North Korean territory.
Fischer said, "We intend to
continue to fly these routine flights
and wi.ll take whatever steps are
necessary to assure the future safety
of our pilots and planes."
Fischer accused the North
Koreans of violating the 1953 truce
that ended hostilities on the Korean
penninsula, and added, "Clearly,
we are g0 ing to be watching North

Korea's beh-avior very carefully,"
He said further U.S. action in
response to the attaGk, "military or
diplomatic, remains to be seen."
He said the incident "constitutes
a violation of international law, the
Korean Armistice Agreement, and
accepted norms of international
behavior.
The missile firing occurred just a
week after two U.S. Navy fighters
shot down a pair of Soviet-built
Libyan jets that had fired at them
over disputed Mediterranean
waters, That prompted Reagan to
declare, "If our men are fired on,
our men are going to shoot back,''

eer

Air Safety Challenged
OTTAWA Canada's air
traffic controllers, charging there
have been 61 breaches of air safety
regulations since U.S. controllers
went on strike, urged the government Thursday to suspend all
flights to and from the United
States.
"We believe more than ever that

$1.00 off regular price
Stop by Sound Warehouse and register to win an
electric guitar provided by LUCHETTI drum and
guitar.

the U.S. system is unsafe and poses
a hazard to all air travellers affected
by it, including aircraft wholly on
Canadian domestic flights,"
Canadian Air Traffic Controllers
Association president William
Robertson, said.
The Canadian transport ministry
acknowledged there had been
violations of air safety rules in
Canada-U.S. air space since the
U.S. strike began Aug. 3 but said
none had created "hazardous
situations."
Robertson said a special uniongovernment monitoring team had
reported 61 breaches of air safety
regulations, of which 48 were the
result of errors by personnel
replacing striking American
controllers.
Despite
their
concerns,
Robertson said the 2100 Canadian
controllers would continue to
honor a 90-day agreement with the
government to maintain the
country's air traffic system.
The government transport
ministry said it had found only 42
breaches of air safety regulations in
the monitoring team's reports, a
number it said was "normal" and
posed no danger to Canadian or
American air travellers.

Nuke Ruled Safe
By License Board

CBS

(U·lllU·tOmM:t•IIUQ

CBS RECORDS

RECORDS • TAPE~ • VIDEO

Son Mateo at Menaul

Offer good through September 6.

WAS IDNGTON (UP!) A
licensing board found Thursday
that the Three Mile Island utility
has the "managerial capability and
technical resources" to restart its
undamaged reactor, TMI I,
without endangering public: safety.
The board, in a 340-page ruling,
said it concluded TMI I can be
operated safely while the utility is
decontaminating TMI 2, the adjacent reactor that was badly
damaged in the serious 1979 accident on the site near Harrisburg,
Pa.
In reaching its conclusion, the
board said it evaluated corporate
management,
safety
and
operational advisory groups,
operator training, quality control
and technical support for operating
the reactor.
The finding is the first part of a
two-part decision by the licensing
board that the NRC assigned to
determine whether the undamaged
unit can be safety operated in the
aftermath of the accident at its
sister unit.
If the second part of the decision,
which will deal with the adequacy
of the design and equipment at TMI
I, is favorable to continued
operations, the five-member NRC
will consider whether to allow it to
be restarted.
Although the board's second
report is not expected until some
time later this year, the NRC
decided earlier this month to start
its own deliberations on the issue
based on Thursday's findings.

The

eneral Stores
this Saturday Aug. 29 get a free General Store 94 Rock
glass beer IDUg with any $2.00purchase
(limit one per customer)

8117MenuaiNE

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

111 Harvard SE
266-7709
Across from UNM
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Forum
DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Student leaders from colleges
People will be deputized as
and universities across New voter registrars at workshops
Mexico have started an effort to during the school year to help
make students a stronger people register as voters,
political force with local and
ASUNM is also trying to hire
state governments.
a paid "registrative coorPart of the effort wiU involve dinator" to work 20 hours a
a voter registration drive that week setting up workshops and
will hopefully "register every making sure there are always
student in New Mexico," enough registrars, Austin said.
ASUNM President Mike Austin,
said,
Students
i!lterested
in
Austin also heads the becoming registrative coorAssociated Students of New dinators or registrars should. call
Mexico, a group of New the ASUNM office at 277-5528.
Mexican student leaders.
Austin said he has "seen lots
The rcgistratio!l drive will be of interest" in trying to get
"a non-partisa!l effort on the representatives from each
part of ASNM a!ld my office to ··student group, fraternity,
become politicized" so student sorority, and from the dorms to
lobbying efforts "will have more make sure all the members of
leverage with the (New Me~Cican) each group are registered to
legislature," Austin said.
vote,

Daily Lobo Seeks Student 'Input'
Every Friday the New Mexico Dally Lobo prints
Input: a forum for the students of the University of
New Mexico. E<Jch week the Lobo will print a question
for consideration. Next week's question Is: Do you
think the United States should sell arms to Saud/
Arabia?
Question: What do you think of the registration
process?
Richard Trujillo, Ph.D. candidate in Recreation
Administration; said registration seemed fast to him
and that he had no problems. "Graduate students
don't have as many problems because there are not as
many of us. I imagine If I were an undergraduate, I
would try to pre-register," he said,
Beth Morrison, who has a B.S. in Health and
Physical Education, said the registration process is
"pretty easy" but she would like to see more course
schedules available. "I've been through some

Graduate Studies Awarded Funds
For Minority, Women Fellowships

Voter Registration Planrted
By State Student Leadership

registration processes that were a lot worse than
this," she said.
John Jackin, who has not decided on a major, said
registration was "alright" but said he was not happy
with the financial aid process, He said he registered for
classes late and had to wait an extra week for his
financial aid, He also said he would like to see the
WNM bookstore carry more of each textbook so that it
would not run out.
Julie Burr, majoring in P,E., said, "I think the
registration process works," When asked if she had
registered at other schools she said she had and "they
were a lot worse."

UNM students who would like to see their opinions
expressed in the Daily Lobo may send their comments
and any questions to Input c/o Kelly Gibbs, Daily
Lobo, UNM Box 20, 87131.

co-director of the fellowship
program at UNM, said,

"Congress has recognized the
severity of the under-representation
of minorities
and women in
graduate school and has maintained
spending for this program at .a level
close to that of last year's,"
Antonio Gomez, assistant to the
dean of graduate studies and

It will also fund nine new
fellowships, including two in law,
two in. engineering, two in
mathematics, two in physics and
one in psychology,

Gomez said the maximum
amount the fellowships will be
given for is $4500 plus tuition for a
12-month period.

"I'm very pleased with what
we've gotten, but by the same token

The grant also provides an
l\llowance of $3900 per fellow to the
university.

continued from page 1

Honors Students Announced

Student and Group Rights According to the Constitution
Editor:
As Vice-President of ASUNM, one of my con·
stitutional duties is to inform all student organizations
of their judicial rights. So it is with that purpose in
mind that I present the following rights offered by the
ASUNM Constitution and subsequent laws.
A. No student shall be denied full and equal rights in
the University for reasons of race, nationality, sex,
religion, political belief or physical handicap.
B. No student shall be denied the right of freedom
of speech, press or any other expression of ideas.
C. No student shall be denied the right of orderly
assembly on campus.
D. No student or student organization shall be
denied the right to contest before the student court
the constitutionality of legislation, rulings or decisions
of ASUNM or any chartered student organization that
would affect students.
1. All students shall be considered innocent of any
infraction of ASUNM laws until proven guilty in a
hearing of the appropriate judicial body, except for
provisions made in Article Ill Section 7, subparagraph
G of the ASUNM Constitution and shall not suffer
direct or indirect penalties of said infraction until guilt
has been established.

2. No student shall be compelled to bear witness
against him/herself and shall be properly informed of
the r.ature of the cause of the accusation, and shall be
accorded due process of law, They shall receive a fair
and impartial hearing by the appropriate judicial body
in which he/she will be confronted by the witnesses
against him/her, and may utilize the assistance of
counsel in any part of the proceedings.
E. No student shall be denied the right to vote in
accordance with normal procedure established by
ASUNM law.
F. No student shall be denied the right of access to
all ASUNM records,
G. The student body shall be guaranteed the right of
student representation on University Committees
dealing with the formulation of policies affecting
students.
Despite the impression you may have received while
being herded through registration and administrative
red tape, students are people too. Your individual
rights are there but it is up to you to protect them. I
urge you to participate in your University and if I can
be of assistance feel free to contact me at the ASUNM
offices.
Bill Littlefield
ASUNM Vice-President

Professor Clears Air on Sabbatical Matters
Editor:
I appreciate the basically accurate version of the
interview you published in your August 24 edition
under the title "Philosophy Professor Returns from
Nicaragua." I would like, however, to add the
following correction, which is particularly important in
view of the recent attacks that sabbatical leaves have
come under at this University: I did not teach at the
Universidad Politecnica de Nicaragua during a seven

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
'THANKS FOR. SPRJ/'16/NG
Mf3., HONeY. I Ml5 86G/NN/NGW 60 A UTTW
STI!N!J<AZY IN 7H/3flE.
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The General Honors Program has
announced that 10 students have
received freshman honors awards.
These awards are $500 stipends
awarded competitively on the basis
of high school performance, test
scores and student performance on
a written essay.

JAI/.MUST
EJeRtJ/JGH,

Steve Armbrecht, Mayfield High
S chao!, Las Cruces; Daniel C.
Daube, Sandia High School;
Charles David Day and Dianne R.
Dragoo, St. Pius X High School;

SIR.

I

Elizabeth Frank, Santa Fe High
School; Richard D. Gardner and
U!ura Ukar, Eldorado High School;
Caroline Kraft, Albuquerque
Academy; Raymond S. Newby,
Tohatchi High School, Tohatchi,
NM and Lewis R. Wagner,
Highland High School have been
selected to receive the awards.
These students are all beginning
their college work at UNM this
semester and will be members of
the General Honors Program.

~t!"
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month sabbatical leave but during a leave without pay.
This nuance is extremely important, since according
to contract regulations the recipient of a sabbatical
leave is not to accept employment at another institution. I would apprecate your correcting this
misinformation for I would not want the Lobo to
contribute more arguments - be it unwittingly against the principle of sabbatical leaves.
Matthew Casalis
Associate Professor

J'lhot.o.EditN

Bill \Vechter
!-.lanuel franco

Nev.s Rt'iX!t1Ci"

CCJp:r l:d.Jtor
Night Ed1tot

Manager
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Staff Artast

Student pubs also mean
"students stay on campus more for
their social life, which I think is
favorable (because) it develops
cohesiveness in the university
community . The dorms are now
full. Students have less transportation
money . . . lack.
autos . , . and must use mass
transit. I think they would rather '
have something to do close by,"
Johnson said.

Did you know ...
tliat a listing of students that includes names and addresses is
published every year'? For further
information, call the 5 tudent
Activities Office at 277-4706.

,

C«n,.erttd

, 'W'agora

... .,..... ;,....,"'k_,..,.
""' *:

Austin said the pub would
probably also be very tough in
ensuring that no one under 21

OL.!OWM

'"

STARTS
SATURDAY
AUGUST 29th

'

~arAbe}ta

Robert Sanchez:

Johnson said, "Across the would be allowed to buy liquor,
country, student pubs I've seen are probably by requiring more than
well-run, The students use them one identification card.
responsibly.''

Grea1es1

Gn·s:La.y

Enten.a!ttrtlent EdltM

The Regents may say students do
not need to have a student pub since
liquor can be obtained at local
restaurants, Austin said.
On the other hand, a student pub
may be allowed because UNM may
not want to lose students at lunch
time to local restaurants that will
serve beer and wine, Austin said.
He said UNM will only have to
obtain a relatively inexpensive beer
and wine license instead of the
regular liquor license.
Holt said the results of the
referendum "will enhance its (the
pub's) chance;; because it would
free up a little· bit more red tape."
Austin said he would agree to
"any standard ... or restriction
the Regents might set" on the pub.

to be the Lobo .Mascot
contact Kim Elam
at Alumni Office
277-5808
before Sept. 2, 1981

IT S0//1105
AWFUL .•

Judy ":-l'akamuta

SNml:dttor
~ru E;:htor

"Given our unique situation and
the population being what it is
here .. , I don't want us to be
lulled into a sense of security. We
have to set our own standards," she
said.

Lobo Louie
Wants You!

'\

Seu: Jfexico Daily Lobo

Gomez said the grant will fund 10
continuing fellowships, including
three in Jaw, two in electrical
engineering, one in mathematics,
two in physics and two in
microbiology,

we're motivated to do better," said
Dr. A. Charlene McDermott, dean
of graduate studies,

-Pub

Letters

Bu~meu

The U.S. Department of
Education has awarded the
University of New Mexico Office of
Graduate Studies a $157,500 grant
which will fund 19 graduate
fellowships for minorities and
women who have a financial need
for the )982-83 academic year.

Stc;,·eClcrone
Mn:haet Ford

Feminine Attire

l..dlc:r Submlulon" Polk)"
Letttu \o the ed1toi" muM be typed, d.:iuble. spac-ed -on ·a60·~paec lmc aild .signed b>· the author V~ith the author's naint,
addtc:s~ and telephone num~t. They ~hould be no loneerthan
200 wotds. Only the name or the· author '~~rill be printed and

{i5IGFl of.

names ._..,lli'IDt be\\llhheld.
The D•lly lobo does not guarantee publication.
All ~ubtniS.Sions be-rome the propem· of the St• MeAico
{}ajl)" Lobo &rid will beedntd for tengtli or libe!ouf CQntrnt

r?~ffir?BRED
2937 Monte Vista NE
(Near the University}

I

t~e

ffiJHDEfl

11101 Menaul NE
(Foothills Shopping Center}

MENAuL

Sale!:

EASTDALE SHOPPING CENTER
CANDELARIA & EUBANK NE

I
I
I
I

ONE YEAR PREPARATION FOR THIS TWO
WEEK SALE ... Gardenswartz was able to
buy huge inventories from manufacturers,
1
distributors and retailers who went out of
I·
business.
~
g, *************. ************I
-"8
PLUS OUR
:I
:
EXCLUSIVE
:

I

II
"'I:
I
I On all Famous Brand Ski ~
FREE
£·1 .
I Equipment, Clothing - Cross·! INss~R~~cE j I
I Country and Downhill!!!
:
PoucYJ
:I
I
****.**'******************* I
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Obese Survey Finds Bigotry

.
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Negative attitudes about obesity
are pervasive throughout American
society and they are learned by
most people at an early age
regardless of sex or ethnic origin,
according to two University of New
Mexico researchers.
The research suggests that
education regarding obesity is
overdue.
Dr. Sara Dawn Smith, an
elementary education professor,
and Dr. Mary Harris, an
educational foundations professor,
began their study of obesity
stereotypes in 1978. Since then they
have interviewed 447 persons of all
ages and from numerous ethnic
backgrounds to discern the nature
of the sterotyping, how early it
begins and how strong it is.
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Blue Key Honorary- Meetlng Friday, August 28,
For infofmation call B~cky at 293.5542 or Cynthilt :11
:!.93·2642.
Unltt"d Campug Ministry - Meeting. Tuesday,

September I at noon. On Wednesday, September 2,
at noon plso, the Reverend Jnme$ A. Wicshcipl,
professor of natural philosophy of the middle ages,
will speak on the topic of "Sciem:e and Philosophy."

Roth meetings will be held 111 the Uniled Campus
Ministries Center, 1801 Las Lomas N.E,

The tust .ERA Wulk- Will. take place at Bat11an
Park, Salurday, August 29, at 10 a.m. For funhcr
information call268·07$9, or the Women's Center at
2773716.

Bill Wechter

It was such a nice day yesterday that MargarettfJ VonBrigsen
wore her hawaiian drass. No hay playas aqui. Too bad.

American Cancer So.:~;tv.

•••
•••
•••
••
•

Do you have any Zits?

'l'he UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment .
Patients must be available for examination ery other Saturday morning starting either
September 12 (through December 5) or September 26 (through December 19). Patients
should not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids .

ERMA PINON

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

Alan Hudson-Edwards, currently
on sabbatical leave in Taiwan, is
conducting research at the National
Sun Yat-sen University on the
teaching of English composition to
senior high school students.

of attitudes and motivation on
language learning.
After Taiwan, Hudson-Edwards

will spend the spring in his native
Ireland conducting research from a
on
socio-linguistic
perspective
English as spoken in Ireland.
Hudson-Edwards will consider
the specific features of "IrishEnglish" attributable to Irish and
the extent to which Irish-English or
Irish itself serves a function of
national identity.
He will return to UNM next fall.

•

~

•••

••
•••
••
•
••
277-3136
••
••
••
•
•
••
••
Volunteers will be paid a fee .
••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FoR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

The National Science Council of
the Republic of China has awarded
a visiting lectureship to an associate
professor of linguistics at the
University of New Mexico,

He was chosen for the appointment based on his past
research concerning the influence

~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
••
••
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obesity are and whose fault it is if
some.one is fat. Drawings of
normal, underweight and overweight persons were also included
with the questionnaire.
"The overwhelming response to
the survey by people of all ages was
that fat people are responsible for
their own obesity," Smith said.
"But what surprised us was that
even overweight people had the
same attitudes as everyone else.
Many fat people have internalized
the negative attitudes of society
toward obesity,"
Smith said female participants in
the survey were more li[(ely than
males to know someone fat and to
give complex explanations of
obesity. Anglo, Hispanic, Native
continued on page 7

UNM Professor Will Lecture
In Republic of China School

lip

G1ve up cigarettes
lor JUSt one day Y.ou
Just nughl g•ve ·em up
lor good.

''Clearly we believe that the
public needs education about the
complex causes of obesity," Smith
said.
"A substantial group of even the
adult subjects in our study still
accept a view of obesity which
implies th"t the obese person CO\lld
easily achieve normal weight by
eating less. Obesity is a real stigma
in our society. It seems to me that it
is at once regarded as a sin, a
disease and as ugliness. We need to
begin educating people at an early
age that it is unfair to blame obesity
on the individual," she said.
All the participants in the study,
which included nursery school, first
and fifth grade students and adults,
were asked if they knew anyone
who was fat, what the causes of

If you missed our bus pass sales in the SUB,
you can come to T-vl September 1, 2 or 3
between 9AM and 4PM or come to
Sun-Tran, 601 Yale SE, any other time
SAM to 5PM, Monday-Friday.
Semester Pass* ... -.................... $50.00
Commuter Pass
(1 calendar month)
$16.00
Punch Pass
(20 rides) .................. $ 8.00
'available only to full-time students of
an accredited post High School educational institution in Albuquerque.
A full-time student at UNM IS registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hours.

-Obesity--------continued from page 6
American and Black participants
did not differ in their attitudes.
Adults gave more complex
explanations of obesity than
children.
"Weight control is a billiondollar industry in our society,"
Smith said. "Fat people who are
full of self-hatred are disadvanfaged in many ways. They face
discrimination in areas such as
employment and are made to feel
they deserve to be discriminated
against. ' 1

toward obesity than almost any
other physical problem.
Smith and Harris asked . participants in the St\ldy to give names
to overweight people illustrated in
the. study questionaire. Although
most of the nicknames given could
be classified in a neutral or normal
category, a substantial amount of
derogatory names such as

She said case studies to measure
public attitudes about a variety of
physical disfigurements show that
people have a stronger prejudice

included "lonely," "sexy,''
Hbossy,'' "sir," ~-~happy.,"
"coach" and ''the giant."

The Youthgrants Program of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities will offer a limited
number of awards for people to
pursue
non-credit,
out-of-theclassroom research projects in the
humanities.
·
The deadline for receipt of
completed application forms is
Nov. 16 and funded projects begin
in May,
Up to 75 grants will be awarded,
offering up to $2500 for individuals
and a few group grants up to
$10,000 ($15,000 for exceptional
media projects).
The youthgrants are primarily for
those between 18 and 25 who have
not completed academic or

"Sometimes people just react ro

professional training but can Texas; ar.d a fUm on a small Oregon
demonstrate the ability to design town's innovative survival method
;md
perform
outstanding during the Great Depression humanities .research and translate backyard gold mining.
that into an end product to share
The humanities include history,
with others.
comparative religion, ethnic
Examples
of college-level studies, folklore, anthropology,
and
projects funded in the highly linguistics, art history
competitive program are: An philosophy.
annotated exhibition of 20th
The program does not offer
century wartime "home-front" scholarships, tuition aid or support
activities in Minnesota and for degree-related work, internships
Wisconsin; and a complete or foreign travel projects,
historical survey, presentation, and
A copy of the guidelines are
guidebook on a tradition-steeped
RlliWeclucr
available
at the Placement Office or
Florida coastal island.
write to: Youthgrants Guidelines;
Other examples include a Mail Stop 103-C;
National Billiards champion Jimmy :'Cowboy" Mooi'B gl!ve an exhibiton
collection and study of migrant Endowment for the Humanities; yesterday in the .SUB gam as room as part of the "Welcome Back
Fiesta."
worker border ballads in South Washington, D.C., 20506 .

Work With Faculty on Research Projects.
Good Salary, Tuition and Fees, Extras•

We seek minorily juniors and seniors with at least 3.0 GPA who
are interested in teaching or research careers in biomedical,
behavioral. or health-related fields. Candidates should have
had at least calculus. Selected students will participate in
mathematically oriented projects ln anthropology, biology, or
mathematics.
Contact: Professor Richard Griego
M.A.R.C. Program
114 Marra[) Hall
PH: 277-3641

For information call

Ff/OW
~/::.

HEWLETT

PACKARD

DAY

AUGUST 31st, 1981
Mr. Buddy Greene with Hewlett
Packard will be on hand to
answer questions. Register tor
FREE HP-32 E.

Bill McCair;a
51
1n Cancert'!
at the SUB
Raam2iltD&E
7:DDp.m.

THIS CDULD CHANGE
YDUFILIFE!
locations
6306 Central SW Abq.
6300 Central SE: Abq.
1416 Cerrillos Rd. Santa Fe

'~big

MINORITY
NDERGRADUATE

HP·34 C
HP·37 E
HP·38 C
HP·41 C
HP-41 CV
HP·82104A
HP·B2143A
HP·82153A
HP·82107A
HP-82106A

1144 Menaul NE Abq.
1900 Central SE Abq.
2807 San Mateo NE Abq.

"chubs,"

Program Offers Humanities Funds

uPick-Me-UpS"
OMSO

"bulldozers/'

Ethel,'' "hamburgers," "porkchops" and "blubber" were
suggested,
Other nicknames given to the
illustrations of overweight persons

a fat person as a fat person," Smith
said, "and neglect all their other
human qualities.
Another study of overweight
adolescent girls showed they
became withdrawn and passive
because they just expected to be
persecuted or rejected because of
their weight, she said.
She said the prejudice that exists
about overweight people seems to
be so ingrained in society that it is
not really viewed as a prejudice.
"The results of our study suggest
that although accuracy of
knowledge about obesity increases
with age, education about obesity
at all age levels may be needed to
reduce misinformation and accompanying negative attitudes.

'--MRRRNRTHR CHRISTIAN CENTE:R--'
fB06 Sir:~ma Chi NE
Phone: 247-9999 ar 268-0037 or 255•4426

i

Scientific with Statistics
Programmable Scientific with
c.ontinuous memory
Advanced Progrommable
Scientific with continuous
memory
Business
Advanced Financial Progrdm·
mabie with contlnu.ous memory
Alphanumeric Programmable
Alphanumeric Programmable
with confinu.ous memory
Card Reader
Printer
Optical Wdnd
Qudd Memory Module
Standard Memory M.odule

LIST
PRICE

SALE
PRICE

55.00
90.00

45.00
73.00

150.00

120.00

15.00
150.00

63.00
120.00

250.00
325.00

198.00
275.00

215.00
385.00
125.00
95.00
30.00

182.00
325.00
105.00
80.00

Quantities ore llmlled.

FRIDAV&SATURDAV
7:00, 9:30, 12:00 p ..m.
Students- $1.50 General Admission- $2.00
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Campus Briefs
Map Room Hours Listed
The following is a list of hours for the Government
Publications and Map Room sections of the Zimmerman. Library:
Government Publications- 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and ·
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday; 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. Saturday, and noon to 9 p.m. on Sunday.
Map Room - 8:30 a.m. to 4:.30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.

Commi \tee, the dance is free and features the
Philesteens, Convertibles and Hydraulics.
Saturday
Westem HoeDown- begins at 8 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom, A country-western dance and dance
contests for students only featuring Cactus Kid.
First prize for contest winners is a round trip for
two to Houston for the Sept. 5 Lobo-Houston
Cougars football game.
Admission to the hoe down is $1 for students and
$1.50 for non-students.

Beach Party- begins at 3 p.m. at the UNM pool
and is sponsored by the Intramural Department. It
will feature music, skydivers, swim wear, modeling,
Winding up the weeks events in the Welcome Back water games, and a Belly Flop Contest.
Fiesta, an ice cream social, a beach party, a dance
and a Western Hoedown is scheduled,

Still More Left in Fiesta

.Study Class Offered

Friday
President'~

lee Cream Social- begins at 2 p.m. in
the Student Union Ballroom. President .Davis and
other UNM administrators will be giving free ice
cream cones. Students are given a chance to talk with
administrators informally. There will be tables with
information on different UNM organizations.

SATE 293-005, "College Reading and Study
Skills" still has openings for students who wish to
enroll. The purpose of this course is to assist undergraduates in developing reading and study
techniques needed for success in college studies.
Enrollment deadline is Friday, The class meets
Rock 'n' Roll from 9 p.m. to I a.m. in the SUB Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to 10:45 a.m.
Ballroom. Sponsored by the SUB Entertainment with a lab Wednesday from I p.m. to 3 p.m.
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Engineers Plan Berm
To Save Anasazi Site
The gradual undermining of the
Rio Puerco River bank that supports an important archaeological
site owned by the University of New
Mexico, will be saved from further
erosion bY a new earthen berm
constructed by the U.S. Corps of
Engineers.
Donated to UNM in 1978 by New
Mexico rancher Fred Huning Sr.,
the Pottery Mound archaeological
site, located southwest of
Albuquerque near Los Lunas an
the west bank of the Rio Puerco,
contains numerous ceremonial
Indian kivas with a unique group of
Anasazi kiva murals.
A significant amount of pottery
from Rio Grande and western
pueblos is also present at the 12th
century site which once consisted of
300 to 600 rooms three to four
stories high,
Former UNM anthropology
Professor Steven LeBlanc first
approached the Corps of Engineers
in 1973. The earthen berm project,
coordinated
by
UNM
Anthropology Professor Linda
Cordell with corps officials, was
completed in mid-April.
The corps was able to work under
·the 1946 federal Flood Control Act
which authorizes emergency
projects at public sites,

If you think "pads and rollers"are
iust a California craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.

~

Pads end rollero are key comporJents of a cassette's tape
t•an~port system.
T11rs system guides the tape
past your deck's tape head.lt must
do so w!lh unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
dccurately than totally new
Memorex.

I
I

I'

I

I

Rol\or precision Is critical,

The new Memorex tape transport sy~tern1~ precision engineered to exacting tolerances.
Flanged. seamless rollers gUide
the tape offortlessly and exactly.
An over<,rzo pad hugs the tapr.lo
the lope hmrJ with cntic<JI pres
S\Jre: f1rn1 f~110ugl1 for precrse
alrgmnmrt. gm,tle enouglllll
' 19$1 M£1mOr('X Corporillloli Sartt:I Clara

dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra-low·fnction
polyolefin wafers help precrsionmolded hubs dispense and
gather tape silently and uniformly,
play after play. Even after 1.000
plays.
In fact, our new
Memorex cassette will always
deliver true
sound reproduction. or we'll
replace rt. Free.
Of course, re·
prod uct1on that true
and that endunng
owes a lot to Per
mapass ·~our extraordinary new b1ndrng
process. It even owes a
little to our unique new
rurnble free storage album.
But when you record on new
Mernorex. w11ether rt\ HIGH
BIAS II, norrnal 1J1as MRX I or

C:altforn1~

9tJ0"!2 lJ SA

METAL IV. don'!forget the importance of those pads and rollers.
F.njoy the music as the tape gl1des
unernngly across the head.
And remember: getting it there
IS half the fun.

"It is the first time this district
has used such authority to protect
an archaeological site," Carlos
Salazar of the Corps of Engineers
said.
"At first we didn't know if we
had the authority to work at
Pottery Mound, but because of the
site's value to the public and
because it was endangered by
erasion, we were able to justify to
Washington that it was within our
mission to help save the site,"
Salazar said.
UNM anthropology chairperson
Jeremy Sabloff said the corps
performed a great service to the
nation as well as to the people of
New Mexico.
The corps constructed a 675 ft.
long earthen berm, protected by
Kellner Jacks at the lower end,
along the right. bank of the Rio
Puerco to divert flows away from
the bank and thereby eliminating
sloughing and loss of site.
The final cost of the project was
$84,800.
The corps has recommended to
the university that it construct a low
storm water diversion dike around
the site and that the area be reseeded with native grasses to deter
the effects of internal drainage and
erasion, Salazar said.
"Pottery Maund contains unique
information on the prehistory of
the Middle Rio Grande Valley,"
Cordell said in a report to the Corps
of Engineers.
"Until recently it has been
assumed that prehistoric pueblo
communities were egalitarian, selfcontained and economically independent. But ongoing research by
the National Park Service at Chaco
Canyon and the San Juan Basin
area, by Arizona State University at
Chavez Pass, Ariz., and by UNM at
Pottery Mound suggests that the
assumption is unfounded. Pottery
Mound is of utmost importance in
being able to further understand
pueblo society prior to European
contact," Cordell said.
Anasazi kiva murals found at
Pottery Mound, the best preserved
of three kiva murals, are unique in
the area, she said.
"In addition to kiva art,"
Cordell said, "Pottery Mound has
yielded ceramic collections that are
critical for understanding the extent
of specialized manufacturing,. trade
and interaction among 14th century
pueblo communities.
Cordell and UNM anthropology
Professor Emeritus Frank Hibben
have directed field schools at
Pottery Mound to train undergraduate and graduate students
in modern archaeological field
techniques and amateurs in the
• basics of archaeological technique.
Numerous
unexcavated
houseblocks and plaza areas and
possibly two kivas with murals
remain to be investigated.
"Some ofthese may be excavated
and stabilized as part of a state
monument project," Cordell said.
"Personally, I would favor
community participation in this
work and I consider it of high
educational and recreational merit.
The background research being
done at Pottery Mound should also
make the site of interest to the
pueblo people of Acoma, Zuni and
Hopi and the Rio Grande Pueblos .
because a more comprehensive view
of their prehistory can be
demonstrated by the site.''
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BOOKSIGNINGS
Prehistoric New Mexico, by David Stuart and

I

[

Rory Gauthier, Saturday, August 29,2-5 P.M.
How Can I Keep From Singing? A biography of
Pete Seeger by David King Dunaway, Friday,
·
September 4, 3:30-5:30 P.M.
(50!)) 265-94 73
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Albuquerque's
Hottest
Jazz Club

•

7605 Central NE

265-6701

No Cover Charge

Graphic by J11son Grammar
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Mash T-Shirls
Now Available On: ~!l.W
00 T·Shirt S6. 99
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NOW MORE THAN EVER
"'(
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MEMO REX

Camouflage
T-Shirt

$7.99
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Skirts

&

Dresses
99

Slacks

&

Jeans
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Blouses
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Arts

Sports

*A.S.A.'s 'War Game' PresentsanObjectivelmageofWar *

Front Five Suddenly Loses Depth;
Defensive Backfield Regains Bell

The following is an interview
with Gadi Gofbarg about bis one
person show "War Game" at the
ASA Gallery,
Gadi Gofbarg was born in Isreal
and moved to Brazil at a young age
where he lived until he was 20. He
traveled extensively for a few years,
winding up in Israel again where
served for three years in the
military. He came to Albuquerque
for the purpose of studying
photography at UNM where he is
currently working towards his
Master's degree in Art.
"War Games" will have an
opening reception tonigltt at 7:00
p.m. and is guaranteed to feature
an evening of bizarre appearances.
The openiljg night will feature a
demonstration of an actual war
game, a video tape featuring local
rockers "A.K.A." and "Jerry's
Kids" and prerecorded music fit for
the occasion. Oh yeah, and
remember, dress to kill.
Ray Abeyta - So why "War
Game", how do you feel a show
like this is pertinent to art?

Gadi Gofbarg - Weii, I don't
know how it's pertinent to art, it's
well, ah.
R.A.- Well let's put it this way,
who is the audience you're appealing to?
G. G. - Well there's this group
of people who play these games all
the time.
R.A. -Do you mean war games
like the game in the small gallery or
as in war itself?
G.G. - No, I'm talking about
war games. It's like for me it's real
interesting to have brought this idea
to surface to people who didn't
even know that this exists.

of view and I'm not placing any
value judgement on this notion. Lt's
not important to me whether the
idea of war is good or bad, it just
exists. It's real important to me
with this show to keep the lines
between where war ends and the
game begins.
The way I've worked with this

R.A.- Well when I first saw this show displays .!he material in a way

G.G, Well I made the
photographs but the subject matter
in them was ail pre-manufactured,
it's just documentation, These
things are ail just cultural artifacts.

Affention

*************************************

~

~

t
Sophomores and Freshman t
2 and 4 year scholarships
opportunities

Scholarship provid"es
• Full Tuition
• All Books
• All Fees
• $100/month
After graduation a Navy or Marine Corps Commission
Travel, Adventure and
Career Opportunities
with excellent pay and benefits
For details please stop by the Naval
Science Building on the UNM Campus
Freshmen and Sophomores Inquire
as soon as possible to determine eligibility

720Yole NE
277-3744 or 277-3745

Voter Registrars
Needed!

*
~

~

!*
~
*~
~
For information ca11277-5528
~
.
*
************************************
~

~

ASUNM needs volunteers to register voters. We will be conducting
a year-long voter registration drive.

Enroll Now-for
UNM Student

HEALTH INSURANCE

Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying
6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning August 24, 1981 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 1·4 p.m.; or mail applica•
tions and payment to the local representative's office at
the address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted,

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania NE
Alb., NM 87110

Suite 300
884-6827

Enrollment Period Ends
September 14, 1981
~

Steve King

R.A. They may be just
cultural artifacts, -but there's
decisions being made here, these
objects are being put into a context,
they're arranged in a specific
readable manner around the rooms.

show the idea of war game struck that I think is real beautifuL It's
me as mo.re of a metaphore for that like beauty is something that can be
aspect of aggressiveness that comes seperated from good or bad no
out of geopolitical conflicts. It also matter what your subject matter is,
G. G. - Well this show reminds
struck me as pertinent to tile
at times of a film Hitler had made
current trend with the Reagan
R.A. - Well this idea of during the war to glorify the Nazi
administration in arms buildup and seperating an aesthetic value from cause. Ironically, an uncut version
budget increases for the pentagon. your subject matter is obvious but of this film was at the same time
So to me this is a very political show as a viewer of this show I can't deny being used by the American's to
and I didn't think much about the the purpose of much of your show the horrors of Nazi Germany.
idea of war game as just that.
materi<!l, The human figure targets I mean I don't think this gallery is
you've spread through out the really any different from Sears and
G.G.- Well, .I'm not sure this is gallery are for the purpose of Roebuck so the strategy, if there is
a political show. I mean this is a perfecting one's skills at stopping a one, i.s in terms of offering people
show about politics, the protest human being either by wounding an experience and not imposing an
aesthetic or ideological value on
stuff that the sixties was so full of is them or killing them.
them. The minute people see that
something I can't realiy identify
with. Those ideas presented a point
G. G. - That's an attachment this is an art gallery, they feel that
that you're talking about that .has its contents must be art, and I'm
to do with cause and effect. If you not sure that this exhibit would
put one target f;~rther away from change context if it was done in a
the next you might not make the Macy's window.
connection, I mean if I drive 50
To me it's really important that
miles an hour down Centai without
the
people who will see this show
thinking about the possibilities of
come
to their own conclusions.
what could happen should I wreck,
Underst;mdably
I'm arranging
I can enjoy the thrill of high speed
these
objects
and
putting
them in a
maneuvering on a busy street. Once
I realize the possible effect of my certain context and to me it's really
nice to set up a show with this kind
actions, it becomes another issue.
of subject matter and set it up in a
neutral way. It.'s an issue of
R.A. - Okay, the idea of war simultaneity and the notion of
game is that it's a game of strategy, absoluteness. Again, in the sixties,
the way you've arranged this show, everything was an absolute - there
using the entire space of the gallery was no middle ground.
as an environment for installation.
There's a lot of ideas working here
In actuality there are no abin this arrangement. Is there a solutes. That approach doesn't
strategy to this show?
work for me because I don't feel I
can judge at this point. Of course
0. G. - Maybe the strategy has I'm introducing a context through
to with the factuality of the ap- my understanding, but the issue of
proach. Everything in this show is a war just exists and that's the point
manufactured object. The targets of view that I'm seeing things from.
are printed, the toy guns I bought in The guy who just came in here told
a toy store, I didn't make anything us that the M-16 rifle is garbage and
in here.
that the Uzzi machine gun is a
better weapon and people have
R.A. What about the been coming in with ail these
photographs?
different reactions to the show.
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The front five of the University
of New Mexico'.s defensive football
lineup is !he biggest question mark
in Loboland this week.
The outlook took a turn for the
worse when a second defensive
tackle was lost for the season.
Junior college transfer Louis
Scambone quit the team, joining
Henry Ross out of uniform. Ross is
academically ineligible.
Defensive coordinator Joe Lee
Dnnn admits the Lobos, " ... were
hun when Scambone quit. I would
saY that our biggest concern is
tackle. Our front five really has us
worried."
That just leaves expected starters
AI Greenwood (6-3, 257) and
returning starter Bill Aibrektsen (62, 220) as capable tackles. Depth
will be a big problem as Chuck Best
has a bad knee. Nose guard Greg
Azar (5-11, 188) is back to help in
the middle and end Jimmie Carter
returns to help on the outside.
Carter was the team's second
leading tackler last year and
ironically went to Reagan High in
Austin, Texas.
Richard Mello's .knee has
recovered to help shore up the
iinebacking corps, where Gary
Butler, Don Weisman and Brett
Henson are also battling for
starting assignments.
The defensive backfield will be
deep in talent thanks to the return
of senior James Bell, who started
two years ago. Bell will team with
senior Reggie Waites at the corners.

Frank Sedillo has moved to free front five, the coaches who are
safety and will battle Tracy Mount trying to get the team ready for the
and Huey Chancellor for the .season opener September S in
starting nod. Julius Johnson will be Houston say the Lobo defense is
at the strong safety spot,
probably in better shape right now
Despite the shaky situation in the than the offense.

estudents
efaculty
• staff
We are still here with
• Fresh film in all sizes
•Complete camera selection
• Accessories for all makes
•Complete darkroom supplies
• Help when you need it
Fast, Friendly Service

efeclio7t

trvite

FO~ ALL YOUR
CAMEAA NEEDS

ali.s(at!iun

3417 Central N.E ..
524 Coronado Center
1713 Juan Tabo N.E.

266·7766
883·5373

1981-82

Student Directory
Deletion of Names and Addresses
Mike Benning, e UNM sophomore end swimming pool employee, gets the Olympic-sized pool reedy for open swimming.

Skills Center

Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to •
stop by the Student Activities Center located
on the first floor of the New Mexico Union o
Buildi.ng (SUB) before friday, September 4,
1981 and fill out the appropriate form.
The Student Directory will be published and
available during the first week in October
and will be on sale at the Student lnforma·
lion Center in the SUB and several
places on campus for $1.

Fall Semester Hours:
Monday-Thursday 9am to 7pm
Friday 9am to 3pm
Time Management Workshops:
(Each workshop is two sessions)
Fri Sept 11/18 3·4pm
Tue Sept 15/22 2·3pm
ThurSept17/2410·11am
Mon Sept 21/28 10·11am
Wed Sept 23/30 5:30-6:30pm
Note Taking Workshops:
Thur Sept 10 3·4pm
Mon Sept 14 10·11am
Wed Sept 16 2·3pm
Fri Sept 25 12·lpm
Tue Sept 29 6·7pm

Skills .Center opens August 31
(

For information on Math, English and
CST Workshops call the Skills Center
at277·4560

This pack has a roomy
main compartment and
outside accessory pocket
to help you organize all
that stuff you have to
carry around on campus.
Come in quick to get

Offer expires
Sept.15, 1981

Pa)!c 12, New Mexico Daily Lobo, August 28, 1981

Lobo VVant Ads
1. Personals
l'IZ:t.t\ CITY SI'~;('JAI .. Buy two slice1 of clwesc
"'"~and get .1 1l1rgc ~oft drJnk free with thil nd. I ~7
H;~mml S.l'., ''' blo~k Iouth of Ccrllrnl. Ad good
H·l6,Ri27and812818!.
8128
ASliNM I'JU:SU>ENT MIKJ·: A11~tin need1 a
volunteer os.1istnnt. Duties Include personal aide and
pre" liahon. Journalism background helpful, 10
lll>tlrl per week. Call277-5528.
9/1
ROIIJo:RT J.YNCII, I'IIESJJlf;NT rro-Tcm, needs
Senate Assistants. 0\11 266-0987; 277·552g, Thank
you.
8/J I
111>:1.1'! TO THE people who picked up a female
black and gold kitten Thurs\lay. Please call me again.
lmportnnl that I tal~ to you about her. Call Cathie
242· 7228 or 277-5656.
gf2R
WEJ.COMt: HACK S!'ECIAL • Buy 1981 issue of
Conceptions Southwest, UNM's fine: arts/literary
publi<ntion, for $4, get 2 different back Issues free!
o,1od through Sept. 4 only in Marron Hall, Room
111.
9/4
USI.:O llOOKS HALF price sheet music, magazines,
10y1, imports, clothes, fabric, accessories, folkwenr
patterns, 10. off all new books. The Bookcase, 109
Mc'n S.E. One block cast of University Ave.
Tueldny·Saturday, 10·6, 247·3102.
8/28
LJ'rtmATUim, NON-HC'rtON, CHILDREN'S
(nHNIY paperbacks), records, 10. off! "Birdsong",
106 Oimrd S.E, Free record drawingl,
8/28
A('(:URATE INFOIIMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilitation, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CEI.'S PIZZA N0.2 2 special • two slices of pepperoni pina, salad and medium soda, $2.11. El
Dorado special - slice of pepperoni pizza and medium
•mla, $.96.
8/2g
IIIORIIYTIIM, COMPLETE INFORMATION,
Computerized charts. Do It yourself kit. Take charge
and full advant~tgc of your Physical, En1otional
(semitlvity) and Intellectual energy cYcles. Send S3.95
wrth llirthdMe. I'.S.J. Biorhythm Service, 490
MrstletoeAvenue, llosquo Farms, N.M. 87068. 10/2
CONTACTS?? POLISIIING?? SOLUTIONS??
Casey Optical Company. 265.8846.
tfn
J'REGNANCY TESTING & COUNSEUNG, Phone
247-9gJ9.
tfn
I'ASSPORT AND IJ)ENTif'ICATION photos. 3 for
S5. SOl! Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
lJNM. Call 265-2444 or cume to 1717 Girard .lllvd.
~~

~

2ND LT. ML BONSAr, GALLAGHER: Zoot!! Tea,
YIP's, and TVl (The Village Inn) won't be the same
without you. Please wnte: Land L the fmeparat>le
si•tm, MAR an~ the TRAUMA MAMA.
g131
Wt~l<iliT
Rt:DUC'flON/BINGEING group
beginning 918/81. ln(ormation 256·1553.
919
THE IIATCIIET MAN -Hokona Lounge, Sept, 2&
3, 7:30.
8/31
UAINBOW PI.ACE • Gtns, books, recordings;
CllJOY coffee, ten while browsing. 9-6, M·Sat., 555-B
Wyoming N.e., 255·5.222.
913
Ttn: POPULAR ENTEI!TAINMENT Committee
needs help. Students Interested in volunteering to
promote concerts should stop by and visit Suite 245,
SUB.
9/1
TO TilE "JOKER" from CMSU, l saw you at
regiltration, maybe we shOuld gel together1 Blue
!!yes.
9/l

2. Lost & Found
NEW PAIR IIROWN glasm, brown case with
"House of Vision" Lost in SUB Tuesday SIO reward.
2~5-183$.
8/28
FOUNIJ ROI.L OF exposed 3~mm film in Mitchell,
Rtn. 101. Claim in Mnrron Hall, Rm. 131.
913
liEU'! TO TilE people who picked up a female
black and gold kitten Thursday. Please call me again.
lmportam that I talk to you abouthcr. Call Cathie
242-1228
or
277·5656.8/28
dalm \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:._00a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
lfn

3. Services
MA 111 TUTORING :i68·0491.
9/3
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING. Typeright. 265-5203.
9/11
EUnOPEAN AUTOMOBILES SERVICED by
experts.Rcasonablc rates. Call Foreign Affairs,
afternoons. 294-7702.
919
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE at reasonable
rates. 242·2506.
9/9
EXPECTING MOTHERS: DAB\' care, house
cleaning your first few days home. Karen's New
Penny Services. References. Call 25~·3340 after 6.
S6.50 hourly.
8/3 I
CJIILD'S PLAY DAYCARt3412San PedroN,E., 7
a.m.-5:30p.m., 884-6476, opens doors August 24th.
Openings for 3·5 year olds, Home-like environment,
nutritious snacks & lunches, Call for inform~tion
884·3847.
8127
BABYSITTING AT HOME daily, hOUrly, breakfast,
snacks, lunch, fenced. yard near university, 268·1218.
8/28
PUOFESSIONAL 'TYPING BY English MA/edlior,
Several }ears' experience typing dissertations, papers,
90 wpnt. Editing available. (Minor correciions free!)
IIJM Selectric 266-9550.
9f4
TYPING, TYPESETTING, EDITING, illt>stration,.
UNMstandards! Ginger or Carolyn. 262•1!!65. !l/17
UESUMES • PROfESSIONAL/CONFIDENTIAL
265·9082.
9/4
GUI'FAR LESSONS~ ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
Studio. 265·3315.
t(n

l'EMA.J.t; "OOMMA n:s WANTf.;D to share
darling 2. bedroom hou1o within walking dillnnce to
UNM.
Sltldy room,firerlnl'e nnd quicl neigh·
horhood. Rent $125.00 plus utilities. call 884·7087
or25~-6!l79.
912
t'!(MAJ.Io: IIOOMMATE TWO blods (rom UNM.
c·all262-I091
912
CAMI'US COMI'AC'f AI'AI!TMI>NTS 2!.1 Yule SJ:;
ut Lead. Slltdlo upartmenls ncur stores and UNM.
$180month, free utilities. $130 deposit. No children,
pels, or roommates. Sec manager nt apartment two or
caii8B3·5940 or 243·3543.
8/31
Til R~:l•: llt:DROOM IIOUSI': to share with women
21 ;md owr. Prefer student of music, science or art.
$150 lllOIIth Ph!S half utilities. Ncar University 2661048.
9/2
JtOU81\MAn; WANTlm; EXCEI.Lt;;NT locution
nca.r UNM. Washer, dryer SUO plus 256-7127 or 39g.
8730.
gna
WANT ·ro BUY n ho.mc or Investment property ncar
UNM? Call Susie Beard, lhe university area
specialist, Walker·Hinkle Really 268-4551, evcnln$S
256-Jgl4.
9/2
l'fUVATE ROOM, HATH and entrance all utilities
furnished in return for one days work a week. Quiet,
9/2
serious student preferred. 266-6027 evenings.
LUXUIIY TOWNHOUSE, JBDRM 2 bath, 2 car
garage, Jocuz~i. Perfecl for Prof. or students. 3
blocks from campus $49lmo. 883·6161 or 268-7500.
9/2
n:MALE I!OOMMATE TO share trailer three miles
from campus. $100 per month plus half of utilities.
Call Yvoue atg42·5321 W/D.
9/2
ONt: BLOCK FROM campus: large 3 bedroom apt,
1910lf, Gold SB $300 plus uiilities, 293-5602.
9/2
SUNNY, ROOMY ONE bedroom furnished. Walk
toUNM$165,268-6358
912
CHEERFUl, STUDIOURNJSHED, secure, pool,
free utilities $180. 281·2169,
8128
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share large NB house
whl1 fireplace, den, yard, elc. Furnished or unfurnished $200, 292-2775, ask for Randy.
8128
HOUSE t'OR RENT 3 bedroom, unfurnished,
utilities paid, $350 month, $300 deposit. 222 Yale
S.E,, 2 blocks from UNM, s:;l·09J6.
gf28
NO RENT 'TIL 9/1. Roomy, 1·2 DR located
Wyoming at Zuni. l!ent $199-$249, includes gas and
water. 821-7503 aflor6 p.m.
8/28
NEAR UNM ONE bedroom apts. Furnished $170
plus electricity. No pets or children. 1410 Central S.E.
Manager apt. 14.
8/2g
THREE BEDROOM, FULL ba~ement, fireplace,
garage, etc, 2 blocks from UNM. Available September 1, $675/mo. g22·0912, evenings.
8128
WANTED: BOUSEMATE TO share 3·bdrm. home
In NE Hg\s, Cost: $141/rno. plus v, utilities. Call
298-8034,883-0121.
8128
MARRIED COUPJ.ETWO·BEDRIJOM apartment,
no smoking, no intoxicating hquor, furnished,
utilities paid, $225/mo., .243·6139 or 255·5147. 812g
IIOUSt:MATE TO SHARE 3 bedroom inN. Valley,
Fireplace, carpets, wood·burning stove, backyard,
garden, pets. O.K. $100 plus utilities, dcpo!il. Call
Paul or Eve 255-4078 between 4-5:30.8/28
NICE SPACIOUS FUUNISUEO two-\>edroom,
washer hook•up, $225, 299-8$43,
8128
BEAUTIFUL RIIIGECitEST TWO-STORY, 3100
Square feet, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, walled yard, 2-car
garage, oak floors, fireplace, $600fmo. Lease, 268·
9392 after five.
81~
INDIAN PLAZA APARTMENTS , 1901 lnditn
Plata Dr, N.E. Quiet, clean, adL•lt compleK just
minutes from UNM campus. Futnished & unfurnished efficiencies, tofu, I & 2 .lldrm. units. Close
to shopping, buses and 1·40. Priced 'rom .$200/mo.
Call Lit Rich 268-9544.
914
APARTMENTS U.N.M. AREA one and two
bedrooms, studios, singles welcome. 8g4·5383, /28
t'OR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment. $180/mo.,
ail utilities paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry fadlities. For more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 166-g39~, 2556256, or 898•75 17.
tfn
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. nus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $205, All utllhles paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, tv room and laundry._Adult
couples, no pels. IS20 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
UNFUUNISHED TWO-BEDROOM APART·
Mt:NT, super clean, private yard, stove, refrigerator,
washer hook-up, redecorated, off·Street parking, pets
and children O.K. S215/mo. 6o8 Alcazar S.E., 299.
5318 after 5:30p.m.
8/31
ROOMMATE WANTED, CLEAN bedroom $70.
John 242·1283.
8/31
NONSMOKING FEMAI.E ROOMMATE wanted
for three-bedroom apt. Private room and bath N.E.
Heights. 'fwo blocks from bus. Use of complete
kitchen, pool. SilO, utilities included, 292·5436.
8/31
UNFURNISHED HOUSE. fOUR bedrooms, two
baths, Near UNM $550 per month, Call 265-1667 or
266-5208 after 5:00,
8/31

4. Housing
Cl.OSE TO UNM KAFll, 2-bdrm, unfurnished
apartment. Carpet, drapes, stove, refrlgerillor, W/D
lrook·ups. $240/mo., plus elecl•ic. SlSO securitY
deposit. For appointment to see c&lf on-site ntanager,
842·1 I96 or The Property T'rofessiohfils Real E5tate
8/28
office, gg(.fi806.
ON•: BIUIROOM SZIS, Sludio$18S. Effidcncy$155
furnilhed, all utilities paid. 1218 Copper N.E. 842·
6170.
9/t
ARTIST'S I.Of'T, ADOII·~ Wit!~ brick noorsl Old
Tuw11, $345.00, call Paul242·1j04.
B/ig
IJAU'ACR•: IIOMESH:AU 10 MINUTES (tom

UNM. llarn, corral, pnstute1 garden, grapes. Two
bcdroon1 home 011 quiet llttet. For sale or rent for
$3951mo. plus utliillc• and deposit, 8 month lease.
813 J 134 after S p.m.
8/ZS
1.1v•: IN ELEGANCE cheaply. Large, sunny room
in Old Town adobe. Brick noors,9lgas, private
Mexican tile bath. Share kiichen and dining. SSOper
mdnth plus t/2 utiliticl If you can be home for my
eight year old son. 3·5 weekdays call277-5427
9/2
Wi\NTF.J)i BOUSEMATE•H:MAI.F. nonsmoker lo
share nice two bedroom duplex five minute Walk front· •
UNM. St IS.OOmo. plus half utilities. Jalle 842·9495
or 271·2717
8/l8

WANT CONSIImttATE GI.JY .to share well·
furnhl1cd home with other 1erious students. WD
vcgetnrlnn. No drugs, 1111Dklns. 268-6617,223 Rich·
lt\lmd~.r.

-9/2

Ill BLOCK t'IWM UNM, nice, clean, MC, 3BR
house Ia share. One room left, completely furnished,
utilities p;rid, $195/mo. $125 ~cposir, 26~·3297, 8/ZB
or-m II£1>HOOI\t AI'AI~TMENT fttrolisheJ,
fireplace, l~rge yQr~. nic< nelghl>orhoo~, North
V~lley, $215/mo., 831-1137,
9/2
n:MAJ.I\ IIOUSEMATE WANTEIJ $107.00 come
by312 Columbia. S,E. Evenings,
8/31
LARGE t'OUR BEDROOM, two bath, furmshed
9/17
house, one block to UNM $500, 268·0~25,
ONE BJ,OCK UNM Dclux one bedroom furnished
apartment, twin or double beds, $230 includes
utilities, 268-0525, Varsity House, 141 Columbia S.E.
9/24
OFF CARUSLE, LUXURY two-bedroom, central
air, appliances, fenced, kids, $200. Sun Rentals, small
fcc, 262-1751.
9/4
OH' STANFORD, CUTE one-bedroom $115, fully
fenced, appliances, kids, pels, Sun Rentals, small fee,
262-1751.
914
GARAGE WO"KSHOP, 4 FENCt:D rooms, wife
savor khcl1cn, pets, $160, Sun Rentals, small fee, 262•
1751.
9/4
LOVELY TWO-DEDUOOM, $16o, storage, work
garage, fenced, pets, no lease, Sun Rentals, small fee,
262-1751.·
9/4
NI':W COZY TOWNHOUSE, Maturo adults, no
pets, once block North Central, balcony, quietlleighborhood, $190 plus electricity, 255-5264.
9/4
ROOMMATE NEEDED SHARE 4 bedroom, 2 t>ath
house with pool. $JgO/mo. plus V. of utilities. John
or Lanny, 292-6570.
/3
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE for rent. Private yard
with trees, water paid, w/d hookups, .15 min..to
UNM, bus service, pets and children OK, $325/mo.,
St50deposlt. Phonc281-236lafter5:00,
/3

5. For Sale
BOUSE •·on SALE by owner northeast UNM
beautiful two bedroom exceptional condition
assumable loan or 13. refinance 3012 Delano PIN.E,
266-3264
8/28
TV 8-W !'ORTABLE, works fine $40.00 Call David
atg42-0265.
8/31
VESPA SCOOTER Pl25X $1400. New S2100, 600
miles, accessories, 100 MPG 256-9184
8/28
HONDA 100 NEW ENGINE Chrome book rack,
new paint job. Call Dan 256-9184.
8/28
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular S6S.OO Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.E,
trn
3 BEDROOM HOME, family room with fireplace
and more! Specialtermsl Carlisle and Lomas area.
Bellamah Realty, Call Linda Hartter 821-l800. Eves.
265·7412.
g/28
FOR SA J,E 12•64 MOBILE home, 2 bdr·2ba,
washer/dryer, dishwasher. Set up In park, grass and
trees, 2 miles to campus.242-0140.
8/28
1976 'TOYOTA CELICA GT ale, AM/FM, 5·
speed,S3,g5o. 299-6443.
8/28
WET SUIT, WOMEN's medium, White Stag,
Excellent Condition, 247-9752.
9/1
IILOODHOUNDS AKC.REG. LIVER and tan,
black and tan, nine weeks old, had shots, 344-4712
8/Zg
1970 .LTD LOADED S150 NEG. 243-5784, 268·3341.
Frank
9/1
UNM AREA IIOUSE for sale SE, Large 3 br. With
separate studio/office space, Owner 266·7387. 9/1
1974 CH.:V\' P.U. Good Condition, A.T.,350 Eng.
$1900.869-2625 ask for Joe
9/
CEN1'URION BICYCLES AND repair! at special
priee~. Harvard Bike House, 137 Harvard S.E. 255·
agog,
9/1
FOR SALE 1979 kz 150, 6200 miles $1600 call268·
2764
912
HONDA 11AWK 400CC 1978 good condition, low
mileage, Best offer 345·2722.
913
PERFECT Gin NEW twenty piece Queen Ware
Stainless Steel Cookware Set. Westbcnd's Top-of•
the-line, retails S44S Now S29S. Buy for Christmas
and Save. Call Tony268·Sl50 Evenings.
913
AUSTRO DEIMLER AUS1'RIAN lO sp<ed bicycle,
one year old cost$300 asking $200. Caii84:Z.5g65.
8/28
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TJlE CJlTS

MEOW

S£CrJNOHANIJ CLOiHES
NEW Ci :JSED
WOMEN, MEN 6 CH/i.Df.£N

lliCW(JIIJG M£1/S SHIRTS, PANTS& J'ACKE;-S
C!OTHES WANT!a Oil CONSfi3N/~£NT

310-1- CE:II.TRAL1 S£

255·8.330

I 0 • 5 :JO MON·rill
9~12

SAT

ROSJGNAL SKIS 1811 Soloman 444 bindings
$150.00. llell fullfu~e h~lmet. $75.00. Both llems in
excellent ~onuillon and have negotiable prices. Cull
255-BOJ8, Adrian.
9/3
FLt;i\ MARKET COME by Mountains and Riv~rs
for nea market prlc~s on used backpadlng, cross
coumry skiing, canoe and kayak equipment. Save
mucho dollars on qu!iJity clothig and ~qulpmont, at
Mountains and Rivm 2320 Cental S.E. across from
UNM.
gna
NEW CONDITION 1979 Honda 7SO·K only 3250
miles, Must sell will take $2250 cash $2600 if
payments. 255·5264
914
OPEN HOUSE BV owner near north UNM.
Beautiful two bedroom.. Assumable loan or 13.
refinance 3012 Delano PL N.E. 266-3264 io-4 Sat &
Sun.
8/29
1974 DATSUN 260Z 4"speed, mag wheels. Gootl
8/28
condition 294-7700.
HONDA ENDURO SL·IOO low mileage cream puff,
$350. 296-3320
9/3
1981 DATSUN 210 2IO.s/w, AM/FM, 5-spced,
Sunroof, 2200 miles $6750 g42-6376
g131

7. Travel

6. Employment

N. Y,

CEL'S PIZZA DAY help wanted. 2g hrs. to 20 hrs.
per week. $3.50 to. $3.35 per hour. Apply before 10:00
or after 2:00.
9/1
STUDENTS Ul' TO $6per hour. Salary guaranteed
40 people needed for local radio station promotion.
Clear speaking voice, neat appearance a must, Work
from 9AM·2PM or 4PM-9PM, Apply 120 Jackson
NE (behind New China Town. Restaurant on Central)
9/3
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute" Student'
Rate" subscription cards at this campus. Good in·
come, no selling involved. For information and
application write to: Campus Service/ Time Inc.,
4337 W.lndian Schooi"C", Phoenix, AZ, g5031.
8/2g
PART•TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able lo worl< Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
WANTED LIVE-IN STUDENT Near University, 2
children, ages 8 and It, Flexible responsibilities,
8128
Phone 265·6671.
WORK YOUR SCIIEDUI.E. Part time position open
at Dairy Queen, Central at San Pedro, Apply in
person M-F, I i;OOa.m.
8128
PERSON .INTERESTED TO teach children Mandarine. Caii26S-6209 after 5p.m,
8/2g
N.M. UNION cATERING Service. The catering
service on campus is looking for good people Interested In occasional and part-time on.eampus
employment. We offer nexible hours and meal
benefits. Apply at N.M. Union Food Service Office,
Label application: catering,
8/28
ATIENTION FILM BUFFS! The ASUNM Olm
committee needs several RELIABLE volunteers to
put up posters around the campus on a weekly basis.
Posters will be ready every Monday afternoon and
should be posted by Tuesday morning. Uenefits: Free
admission to SUB theatre films Wed. through Sat.
nights. Interested? Please call Marcy at 277·S6o8 to
leave your name and phone number.
g;28
SECRJ-..IAUIAL HELP NEEDED one morning a
week, Shorthand and typing .a must. Walking
distance from campus. Evenings 242·3347.
gng

PART·TIME CASHIE1tS counter work, hours to b~
Apply in peron between Jp.m.-6;30p~m ..
ask fori' etc, Frontier Restaurant, 2400 Central S.E.
8/31
FEMALE HOCK SINGER wanted for working
group, experience preferred. Call Marce1883·l433.
8/28
MATURE GRADUA1'E STUDENT as ~ompanion
for bright 12 year old bpy wh<.> likes sports, malh,
.science, music, comics, One late afternoon an~ one
overnight weekly. C~li eve1. 7:30-10-30, 255-3644.
Will negotiate pay am! hours.
8128
RllCR~;ATION AIDE~/COORDINAT()RS partlime immediate, 15-20 ho~.rs weekly, afternoons,
some evenings. Sports, crafts, other. Contact
Mountainside YMCA 292-2298
8/2g
WO.RKSTUDY: HANDLE ACCURATE typing,
telephones and general office procedures I 5 to 20
hours per week. Fle~ible work schedule in an e~cellent
working environment. Call Susan Mullins, Audit
Dept, 217-5016 for appointment.
8/31
arran~cd.

nus TICKET forsale. Save $40.242-4055.

8/28
BUS TICKET ONf'-WAY L.A. before Sept, 2, $45,
Call299-0353.
8/31
GOING SOMEWHERE1 ADVEUTISE in the d11iiY
lobo.
tfn
GRAND CANYON THEN Berkley, California,
Rider lo share gas. Leave now. Leave phone number
at UNMSU Rfde Board,
8/28

8. Miscellaneous
LIKE TO l'.LAY table tennis? Join the Albuquerque
Table Tennis Club.,., meets Tuesday, Thursday,
Sunday 7-IOp,m. and Saturday 2-6, at Monroe Junior
High School, For more info. call Vic 299-g785. 9/2
t'REE KITTIES~ WEEKS pld, Call Aimee 247-9028
nights
- 8/28
USED KICKWIIEEL WANTED. Call Carol Oanen
265-7741. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
8/31
HE(.PI TO TilE people who picked up a female
black and gold knten Thursday, Please call me again.
Important that I talk to you about her. Call Cathie
242·7228 or 211·5656.
g/28
WOMEN'S SOCCER EXPERIENCED players
wanted, 242-gl99, 25S-29S9.
g/28
NEW MEXICO'S ONLY science fiction convention.
Authors, movies, panels, dealers, morel Wlnrl)ck
Inn, Aug. 2g.3o,. More Info: 898-3709 after 6. 8/28
THE UNM LAW School Clinical Law l'rogram
offers legal services for students and staff, furnished
by qualified law students under faculty supervision.
Availability Is limited to those whose assets and In·
come do not eKcccd established guidelines. $3.00
registration .fee, Call277·S265 (or Information and an
appointment.
9118
MOVING St\LE 217 Maple N.E. Everything goes,
Saturday 8/29/81.
8/28
M.i\SH T-SIIIRTS, CAMOUFLAGED too,
cnmounaged shorts; much more, Kaufman's, a real
Army-Na~y store. 504 YaleS.E., 2.56-0000.
913
ARMY PANTS, DA \'PACKS, dufnes, much more.
Kaufmans, a real Army-Navy Store, 504 Yale S.E.,
255-0000.
13
I.AS COMPANAS ANNOUNCEMt:NT in Lip
Servce.
9/1

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Flavor
6 Not fem,
10 Roman goal
post
14- and
Pythias
15 Repeat
16 Manger
17 Concerning
18 Haunt
19 Asian wasteland
20 Robe
22 Decagonal
24 Lease
26 Empty
27 Hockey officials
31 Electric unit
32 Drapery
33 Trimmed
35 The Lion
38 Asian coin
39 Furious
40 Perused
41 Some
42 Reigned
43 Sight, e.g.
44 Card game
45 Ruer
47Sausages
51 Rational

52 Southern
confection
54 Entertain
58 Repetition
59 UK stream
61 Law
62 Sale phrase
63 Peter or
Wolfe
64 Dress up
65Wigwam
66 Waste allowance
67 Medicinal
shrub

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Mondday's Puzzle Solved

DOWN
1 Cain's dad
2 Frog genus
3 Foreboding
4 Quebec city
5 Horns
6 Honey
7Quickas-

21 Cham. suffix
23 Hurried
25 Plant part
27- avis
281reland
29 Melee
8 Recoiled
30 Weapon
9 Trapped
34 Carnival fea10 Canadian
tures
university
351mprest
11 Wear down
36 Comfort
12 Where Lhasa 37 Frankfurt's
is
river
13 Stay
39 Meditative

Everything's on sale at
Mountains and Rivers
Wc•'n• rc•;Hiv to d1•o~r ii <til oul t~nd nuw'~ your
t h.JtHt' lo .,,.Ill' Mlilli'\1 011 lh1• h1·~1 ~tt'<tr around.
Wt•'tt• l~<i'-inq •ll>rt··~''•'"ou .,ki .,,iJ,••uHf .• , o1 flp,f

Mttrkl't!
'->11.

t Ot111' t•MIIJ- tltl•rl'''t u11Jv tHH' ur IU:O of 'ttHtW
thimt'· but fht• o,,tdttiJ't MP h•rrifi1.

Sale in progress

2320 CENTRAl. S.E. l'i'J~·~ NM.
268·4876, Mori·Fri 10·6, Sal

'

40 Apostate
42 Branches
43 N.Y. Indians
44 Most wan
46 Golf norm
47 Herring
48 Got Up
49 Roman
50 Break off
53 Ar.gry
55 Thence
56 Bereft
57 Sicily city
60 Negative

